Gemology
• Gemology or gemmology is the science dealing with natural and
artificial gemstone materials. It is considered a geoscience and a
branch of mineralogy

• National Association of Goldsmiths (NAG) set up committee for
qualifying “Gemologists” in 1908. This NAG Committee matured
to “Gen-A” an accredited awarding body with its courses taught
worldwide
• The first US graduate of Gem-A's Diploma Course, in 1929, was
Robert Shipley, who later established both the Gemological
Institute of America (GIA) and the American Gem Society
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GIA - Colored Stone Course Summary
• Learning from the Course (3 Main Sections)
1 – Gem formation, properties, valuation (2-6)
2 – Gem color, cut, clarity, and carat weight (7-11)
3 – Major commercial Gems (12-27)
• Questionnaire
– At the end of each assignment, 70% needed to
advance to next assignment
• Final Examination
– Proctored final exam, 70% or better to pass course
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Assignment 2 - Summary
Placer deposits

Alluvial

Crust (3 – 25 miles)

Topaz
Tourmaline
Garnet
emerald
Spodumene

Granite
Mountains

Intrusions
Pegmatites

heat & pressure

Mantle (1790 miles)

Heat &
Pressure

Erosion

Subduction

Sedimentary
Rock

Tourmaline
Kunzite
Aquamarine
Beryl (pink, yellow)

Water

Alkali basalt
Carries
Xenochrystals

Veins

Topaz
emeralds
Amythysist

Hydrothermal
Igneous
granite

Diamond
Peridot
Sapphire

Sedimentary

Core

Opal
Turquoise
Malachite
Rhodochrosite
Quartz

Metamorphasis
Ruby
Sapphire
Garnet
Lapis lazuli
Emerald (schist)
Spinel
Tanzanite

Volcanoes

Eluvial

Hot Gases
Pneumatolysis

Rock Cycle

metamorphisis

Moonstone
Topaz
Red Beryl (Ryholite)
erosion
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Assignment 4 – Gems and Light
Ultra Violet
Visible

Gem color is determined by selective absorption of light

Color centers
(temporary
color)

Crystal structure
Trace elements

Part of chemical composition?
no

yes

Allochromatic
(other colored)
- Corundum
-- tourmaline
-- et. al.

Refraction:
Change in the speed
and direction of light
passing from on media
to another.

Idiochromatic
(self-colored)

fluorescence

- Ruby
-- fluorite

Charge transfer
(electron xfer between ions
Intervalence charge transfer
(Electron xfer through an
intermediate atom)

- golden beryl

- aquamarine
- sapphire

- Iron - most color hues
- Chromium – richest reds and greens
- Titanium – blue in sapphire w. iron
- Manganese – red, pink beryls and yellow garnet
- Vanadium – brilliant greens
- Nickel - green
- Cobalt – blue and green
- Copper – blue and green

- almandite garnet
-- peridot

single

- Diamond, spinel & garnet

double

- zircon, tourmaline, calcite, andalusite & tanzanite

Pleochroism:
Different body colors
along different axes

2 colors

- tourmaline and sapphires

3 colors

- iolite, tanzanite, kyanite & andalusite
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Gem Phenomenon
Adularesence: Adularescence is the phenomenon of blue sheen reflecting on the
domed cabochon surface of Moonstone. The phenomenon of shimmer is
created by the interaction of light with layer of little “albite” crystals in the
moonstones. The quality of blue shimmer is determined by the thickness of layer
of these tiny crystals, thinner the layer, better the blue flash. This usually
appears as a billowy light effect. Moonstone is orthoclase feldspars and are also
known as Selenite. The Romans called them Astrion. (moonstone from India and
Afghanistan)
Asterism: The gem material that is low on clarity is often cut as cabochon. In
such gems and stones when the light falls on the domed surface and makes star like rays, the phenomenon is called asterism. There are 4 ray and 6 ray stars
observed normally. This happens when the orientation of the needle like
inclusions or silk within the crystal is on more than one axis. (rose quartz and
Garnet)
Aventurescence: The gem exhibiting this phenomenon appear to have sparkles
that sparkle in the light .The glittery effect is created by the presence of platelike or leaf-like inclusions interspersed throughout the gem. Light encountering
these myriad inclusions are reflected back to the viewer. Aventurine quartz and
orthoclase feldspar (sunstone) are examples. (quartz and sunstone)
Chatoyancy: Chat in French means Cat and chatoyancy refers to a phenomenon
akin to opening and shutting of cat’s eye. This phenomenon can be seen in
Chrysoberyl cat’s eye gem with great clarity. Cat eye gems have a single sharp
band (sometimes two or three bands )running across the domed cabochon
surface. The rutile silk in this case is aligned perpendicular to the crystal. So
when light falls on it, the sharp band can be seen. In the best cases, the
chatoyant Chrysoberyl cats eye visually separates the surface into two halves
creating the milk and honey effect as the stone is moved under light. (Tiger eye
and Hawk’s eye)
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Gem Phenomenon cont.
Iridescence: Iridescence is also known as goniochromism, a phenomenon where
the surface of a material displays several colors as the angle of viewing changes.
The irregularity of surface and large interstitial spaces allow light to pass and
reflect back from multiple surfaces (diffraction) causing the multi color visual
effect. Combined with interference, the result is dramatic. Natural pearls display
iridescence that is very different from its body color. Tahitian pearls display great
iridescence. (fire agate)
Play of color: The wonderful gem called opal displays a beautiful color. The fire
opals from Lightening Ridge, Australia (showing shifting patches of luminous
spectral colors against black) are famous for this phenomenon. While this
phenomenon- play of color is a type of iridescence, it is wrongly called fire. Fire
is actually a term used for the brilliant flashes of color in a diamond which is
caused by dispersion of light. In case of opals it isn’t dispersion and hence
cannot be called fire.(opal)
Pleochroism: Pleochroism is a phenomenon where a gemstone appears to have
a different color when viewed from a different direction. Iolite, also known as
dichroite displays exceptional pleochroism where the usual violet blue color
changes to a grayish-yellow. Kunzite, kyanite and unheated tanzanite among
others are also pleochroic. These gems are all doubly refractive gemstones.
Color change: The most famous example that can be taken in reference to color
change is the alexandrite. These gems and stones appear very different in
incandescent light compared to natural day light. This is largely due to the gems
chemical composition as well as strong selective absorption. The alexandrite
appears green in daylight and appears red in incandescent light. The
phenomenon of color change can be found in sapphires and tourmaline also.
Labradorescence: Labradorescence is iridescence but is highly directional
because of twinning of crystals. It is found in the gemstone called labradorite.
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Assignment 6 - Treatments

Fracture filling (common in beryls (emerald in particular))
-oils, polymers, waxes, resins, hardners, , ,
-should have RI close to stones RI

Dyeing (best on porous surfaces like lapis, chalcedony, jadite, coral, turquoise
and pearl)
-quench-cracklng may be used to treat surface

Surface Modification (backings, coatings, or coloring agents (like paint))
-gold on quarts or topaz to make “aqua aura”
Heat Treatment
-corundum
sapphire
ruby
-tanzanite
-zircon
-topaz
-aquamarine
-amber

Can destroy color centers
Oxidizing environment can lighten
Reducing environment can deepen
Can remove silk
In borax to remove blue & fill fractures
zoisite brown to tanzanite blue
brown to blue

Irradiation (almost all topaz, colorless to various stable blues)
-Xrays, gamma rays, neutrons, electrons
-not always stable to light or heat

Bleaching and colorless impregnation (pearls, jadeite, turquoise, , ,)
-chemicals

-melted waxes, resin, polymers, plastics, , ,
Zachary method

Lattice diffusion (atomic penetration of the crystal lattice)
-titanium, chromium and beryllium
-can penetrate the entire stone
-very high heat yields a .01mm to .05mm color surface layer
-can be patchy

Smoke and Sugar treatments (used on opal)
-soak in hot sugar and then in sulfuric acid
-wrap in paper or similar and cook until smoke or ash penetrate opal
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Assignment 7 - Market
Ruby example

Source
Mine, mine area, or region
Mogok

Mong Hsu

Single stone
ruby

Mine Run

Mae Sot

Mae Sai
Rough Dealers

International Dealer

Bangkok

Cutting Center
Free size, faceted for weight
Important attributes:
rarity
clarity
size
untreated

Auction House
Rankings:
Magnificent
highly important
fine

Sort and grade

Chantaburi. Jaipur

Specialty Jeweler/designer house

Cutting Center
Cut, sort, grade, treatment , facet

Middle market
better quality
color
cut
clarity
usually calibrated

Wholesaler

Custom Jeweler

Commercial market
lower quality
calibrated
consistent
color
cut
pavilion depth

Non facet grade
cabochons
beads

Large jewelry manufactures

Mass merchandisers

Consumer
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Assignment 9 - Cut
Style:
Brilliant Step Mixed

Proportions:
Length to Width Ration
Length / width
example: 12X6 = 2:!
7X5 = 1.4:1

baguette
standard size

Crown height to Pavilion
1:1

2:1

3:1

4:1

5:1

Best
acceptable

windows

extinction

Brilliance:
(ratio of light return to the face up area of the stone,
total area minus the area due to windows and extinction)
75% +
60% - 75%
40% - 60%
25% - 40%
> 25%

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Fair
Poor
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Assignment 10 - Clarity
Value Characteristics
•
Transparency
•
Brilliance
•
Durability
Inclusion Phases
•
Phase I – one of gas bubble, liquid, or crystal
•
Phase II – two of gas, liquid, or crystal
•
Phase III – all three, gas, liquid, and crystal

Five Marketability Factors
1.
Nature – What is it?
2.
Size – How big is it?
3.
Number – How many are there?
4.
Position – Where is it (or are they)?
5.
Relief – How much contrast with the body color?

Clarity Categories

Internal

Negative crystal – an angular hollow space
that resembles a crystal
Needle – a long thin crystal or tube with
gas or liquid
Group of Needles may form “silk”

TYPES
Eye Clean

Slightly

GRADES
Included?
Moderately
heavily

Severely

I Eye Clean
II Eye Visible

See chart

Finger print – pattern of dots that resemble a finger print
Feather – a general term for a break or fracture

III Almost Always Included

Cloud – a hazy or milky area
Pinpoint – a minute inclusion

External

Cavity – opening that goes to the surface

Chip – on surface, usually near girdle
Scratch – linear mark, straight or curved
Abrasion – wear marks, nicks or pits, usually on facet edges
Polish Lines – tiny parallel groves

Judging Tips
Individual stones
take time
use loupe
use reflected light for surface blemishes
Parcels
look for consistency in color, weight, clarity, and size
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Assignment 12 - Ruby
Hue: Red to SlpR
Hardness: 9
Spgr: 3.99 – 4.00
Crystal: Trigonal
R.I.: 1.761 – 1.769

Afghanistan
Pakistan
Nepal

Four Ruby Descriptions
1. Natural and not enhanced
2. Heated, but no residue
3. Heated, but with residue
4. Evidence of fracture fill

Burma
Viet Nam
Cambodia
Sri Lanka
Kenya

Pleochroic

Tanzania
Umba River
Morogoro
Tunruru

Red

Madagascar

Metamorphic
Marble
( florescent)
- Mogok
- N. Viet Man
- Himalayas

Red Orange

Sources
Volcanic
Basalt
(no florescence)

Metasomatic
(desiication)

- Thailand
- Cambodia

- Kenya
- Sri Lanka
- Tanzania
- Central Viet Nam

Mogok

Treatments
Heating - improve color
- decrease banding & zoning
- remove inclusions
- Thai rubies to drop brownish tones
- Sri Lanka rubies to more intense red
- Mong Hsu to lose color centers

Imitations
- Glass
- Spinel
- CZ
- Garnet
- Dyed corundum
- Quartz

Fracture fill
- Flux fill
- glass fil

Market
- commercial, Mong Hsu
- Good
- Fine Quality, Mogok

Viet Nam
Mong Hsu
Mae Sai
Mae Sot
Chantaburi
Bangkok
Cambodia

Synthetics
- Flame fusion, quick and inexpensive
- Flux, slower but better quality (Chatham Inc and J.O. Crystal are suppliers)
- Pulling, industrial uses
- Hydrothermal, expensive and slow (Russia is major supplier)
Ruby Source
Cutting Center
Smuggling Route
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